HARMONIZATION

HOLOGRAM

PROTECTION FROM HIGH FREQUENCY RADIATION

Your quality of life

The Geonado Harmonization Hologram stores special information whose composition was
determined and developed by experts. Measurements showed a reduction of the effects of
the harmful rays in measured subjects.

Minimize the effects of
electromagnetic fields

protection at
its best

improved quality
of life

Invisible interference fields
It is undisputed that from mobile phones emit high-frequency
electromagnetic fields in the frequency domain
of over 2,000 megahertz (MHz). That this is a burden and damaging to the organism in the case of permanent and intensive
use just like scientists have already proven several times. A
high frequency radiation is unfortunately not felt, but the disruption on the organism can be very stressful (A court ruling in
Italy, in 2017, recognised as an occupational disease the brain
tumor by intensive use of mobile phone for the first time.)

The good feeling
of doing the
right thing

Easy to use
Place the Geonado Harmonization Hologram on the battery of your device. If you
do not have access to the battery, put it
on the outside next to the charging port
of your mobile device.

EFFECT
For daily use of smartphone, Tablet,
Notebook, WLAN, Bluetooth Devices,
baby monitors, etc.
In today’s digital world, they are permanent
companions of everyday life and are indispensable. Whether
for professional reasons, for leisure or even for your night
sleep. Independent studies have shown that these highfrequency electromagnetic stress lead to reactions in the
body and can cause health issues.

This is how the
Geonado hologram works
The Geonado Harmonization Hologram
interacts with these fields and relieves the
effect of the rays on the measured subjects.
You can continue with the usual quality on
your calls.

+SMARTPHONE

+TABLET

+LAPTOP

+BABY MONITOR

MEASUREMENT
Measurements show:
Darkfield blood analysis
The pictures clearly confirm that the
GEONADO HOLOGRAM is capable of
improving the quality of the blood after
a tremendous electromagnetic load.
Based on these results it can be expected
that with a longer or continuous use of
the GEONADO HOLGRAMS the clumping
(Rolling) in the blood is not to be expected ... in 70% of the subjects a significant
and positive change in the blood picture
was detected with the GEONADO Hologram.

WITHOUT
the hologram:
The blood cells are deformed and clumped
and the blood picture
is highly disordered

WITH the hologram:
No clumping, high
oxygen level and a
great structure. The
Hologram reduced the
effects of the electormagnetic load.

ECG double-blind
study / measurement
(with approx. 100,000 individual measurements) These measurements and
analyses with complementary medical
methods as well as by ECG (heart rate
variability) statistically showed a trend
towards a clear reduction of stress reactions when using smartpones with
the hologram compared to using smartphoneswithout the hologram.

Detailed information
you can find it on the internet
www.geonado.at/knowledge
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Whether at work or
privately - the mobile is a
permanent companion
for me no matter what.
Of course I am therefore
permanently exposed to
the radiation from Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth and other
sources, and this made
me start thinking. I then
went on the internet and
came across Geonado
and discovered this
Harmonisation hologram.
Since then I have noticed
that this radiation exposure and stress is more
compatible with me I
feel that I can handle this
better.

Already as a professional
athlete I always knew that
our health was the highest priority. Unfortunately,
as a manager and sports
director I have to make a
lot of phone calls. This is
something I just can not
avoid. Since I have put
this hologram on my
cell phone I can feel that
I don’t feel so drained,
especially after long calls.
That alone is a huge added value for me and that’s
why I would no longer
want to do without it!

As a mother, the most
important issue for me is
to have the best possible
protection when it comes
to taking care of my
family. All this permanent
radiation nowadays really worries me. With the
Geonado energy wave
installed I think I can say
that our house is already
well secured. Also our
phone calls are protected
with the Harmonisation
hologram
from Geonado!

Me and my friends go
online and talk to each
other on the phone for
ours every day. Of course
I know this is not good
for my health but I do
not want to restrict the
use of my smartphone.
My mother gave me this
holgram because she was
worried about my health.
Since I use it I have noticed that my cell phone
gets less hot during long
phone calls. So I think this
hologram has some positive effects and I am glad
to have it on my phone.

Barbara
AckermannKreitmair
NATUROPATHY
PRACTITONER

Since the hologram is on
my cell phone I can literally feel that the warming
and the irritation (feeling
of pressure, poor concentration, dizziness)
has gone, also on longer
phone calls. As a therapist
who takes interest in
technology I am worried
about the increasing
electrosmog inside cars. I
think even here the Hologram can do a good job.

About Geonado
Geonado experts have decades of experience in research, measurement and analysis of
geophysical and energetic fault zones. Together with the inventor of the „original wave“
(Adolf Wiebecke) on which all scientific evidence is based, Geonado sets itself the goal of
improving the quality of life of humans and animals increasing, and protecting them from
disturbing influences. To do this, Geonado cooperates with experienced experts and renowned scientists and doctors from all over the world.

GEONADO ENERGY-WAVE
FOR YOUR LIVING AND WORKING AREA

GEONADO ENERGY-SOLE
FOR YOUR EFFICIENCY

Geonado GmbH
Amseltalweg 26
6336 Langkampfen / Austria
Phone: +43 5332 24222
office@geonado.at
www.geonado.at

MORE ENERGY. LIVE BETTER.
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